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Optimise Your  
Sampling Systems. 
Avoid Costly Mistakes. 
Enroll Today.

Process Analyser 
Sampling System Training (PASS)
Designed for Analytical Instrumentation System Engineers, Technicians and Industry Professionals



This five-day training course covers aspects of a sample system, from process line and tap 
through transport lines, stream switching, sample conditioning, analyser  and disposal.
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Course 
Objectives
Here are a few examples 
of what you will learn:
–  Read and create sampling

system schematics

–  Design and build a sampling
system

–  Diagnose sample transport
problems

–  Evaluate and determine
sample tap location

–  Calculate and evaluate
sample transport lag (time
delay) of liquids and gases

–  Calculate pressure drop in a
fast loop or return line

–  Calculate gas and liquid flow
rates

–  Avoid or account for
adsorption and permeation

–  Predict vapour condensation

–  Prevent or control phase
preservation

–  Vaporise a sample

–  Avoid deadlegs in a sampling
system

–  Techniques of stream
switching

Learn more about PASS 
training at swagelok.com.

If you design, construct, operate or 
maintain sampling systems, you know 
how important quality data is. Inaccuracy 
usually results from problems within the 
sampling system, not the analyser. With our 

hands-on training, we teach you to tell the 
difference.

You can learn to diagnose and eliminate 
common sampling system design 

flaws that result in erroneous data by 
using engineering principles, formulas, 
and calculations rather than relying on 
guesswork. And you don’t have to do it 
alone. You’ll design a system in class, 
and apply what you’ve learned to your 
own process analyser sampling system. 

Swagelok training teaches you in days 
what it could take years to learn on your 
own.

Optimise Your Process Analyser 
Sampling System in Just Five Days

http://www.swagelok.com/services/training-education/process-analyzer-sampling-system-training.aspx
https://www.swagelok.com/en/engineering-services/training/pass


Here's what graduates of 
this course have to say:

DAY 1
Fundamentals: Classwork 
and Basic Exercises

I. Basic Performance Criteria and Challenges

–	 Sample compatibility with analyser

–	Time delay in sampling

–	Mixing and contamination, including deadlegs

II. Diagnosing and Fixing Time Delay Problems

–	Sample transport time calculations for liquids and gases

–	Gas compressibility and time delay

DAY 2
Classwork and Basic Exercises 
Group Project: Design a Complete Sampling System

III. Sample Conditioning Techniques

–	Proper use of filters and coalescers

–	 Liquid, vapour, and gas separation devices

–	 The difference between vapour and liquid concentration

IV. Sample Tap Design

–	Understanding process conditions, analyzer

characteristics, and sample requirements

–	Location and design of process nozzle

–	Probe selection and design

DAY 3
Advanced Design Concepts 
Group Project: Design a Complete Sampling System

V. Phase Preservation

– 	How to condense or vaporise a sample (or avoid it)

–	How to use phase diagrams

–	Design of field stations and fast loops

DAY 4
Advanced Design Work 
Group Project: Prepare Group Design Presentations

VI. Advanced Calculations

–	How to determine fluid velocity in line segments

–	Laminar and turbulent flow (Reynolds Number)

–	Effect of temperature and pressure

–	Calculating the pressure drop in each line segment

DAY 5
Stream and Calibration Selection

VII. Techniques of Stream Switching

– Avoiding deadlegs and mixing volumes

– Modular sample conditioning systems

– Design and build a modular sampling system

VIII. Group Presentations

– Group presentations and instructor comments

“Amazing topics and great 
instructor.”

“I really liked how well the 
instructor explained the 
fundamentals of systems and 
equipment.”

“The class exercises were highly 
valuable, and the chapters were 
well-organised.”
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About the Instructor

Carl Robins
A.I. Technical Authority - ASIAPAC

Process Analyser Sampling System Training (PASS)

Melbourne

Tel: +61 3 9303 2100

Brisbane

Tel: +61 7 3632 0800

New Plymouth

Tel: +64 6 759 9370

Adelaide 

Tel: +61 8 8369 0899

Dates:

Location:

16th - 20th September 2024 

Crown, Perth Australia

$3,495 per person (Ex GST)Course cost:

All other costs including travel and accommodation are your responsibility. A special hotel room 
rate has been negotiated for attendees. Spaces are strictly limited. 

Email: michael.whawell@swagelok.com.au with any inquiries.

Gippsland

Tel: +61 3 5144 7733

Perth

Tel: +61 8 9331 1111

Auckland

Tel: +64 9 273 2720

Sydney

Tel: +61 2 9526 6155

anz.swagelok.com

Carl Robins joined Swagelok Australia in 
March 2022 and helps support Oil & Gas 
and Chemical & Refining customers 
across the Asia Pacific region as an 
Analytical Instrumentation expert.

Carl brings to Swagelok over 35 years of 
process analyser experience, working 
around the world on major hydrocarbon 
processing plants, focusing on analyser 
systems and grab sampling systems.
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